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More than 80% Indian commuters in major metros prefer travelling to 

work in their private vehicle than public transport once lock-down is lifted. 

At the same time, those who don’t have a vehicle on their own are unsure 

about purchasing a vehicle in near future owing to economic slowdown 

fears and job concerns, says a survey 

 

Avalon Global Research (AGR), a Mumbai based research and consulting firm conducted 

an independent survey across four metro cities to assess the impact of Covid-19 on 

commuters’ daily travel mode and preferences. 

The survey revealed that about ~84% of the respondents across India would prefer to 

travel by private vehicle over public transport to their workplaces once lockdown is lifted. 

Respondents also mentioned that they will prefer to travel by 4-wheelers (67%) more as 

compared to 2-wheelers. The possibility of contracting Corona infection through public 

transport seems to be the main concern behind the choice.  

Post Lockdown – will travel to workplace by Private Vehicle 
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Post lockdown, traveling to workplaces is an important element of resuming work life in 

India and AGR study is focused on the aspect of commuter preferences, concerns and 

opportunities.  

Public transport was the primary mode of travel prior to lockdown for respondents (40%) 

surveyed across the four major metros. About ~56% of the respondents interviewed in 

Mumbai said they used public transport for commuting to workplace (higher than the 

other metro cities) prior to lockdown. 

In Mumbai, 78% of the respondents surveyed said they will prefer to travel by private 

vehicles especially 4-wheelers (61% preference) post lock-down. In other metros, the 

preference for private vehicles is higher than Mumbai around 90% (Chennai-91%, Delhi-

90%, & Bengaluru-89%).  

Plans to purchase vehicle post lock down? 

However, only 25% of respondents 

surveyed who preferred travelling in 

private vehicles said that they have plans 

to purchase vehicle post relaxation of 

lock-down. Sentiment towards 

purchasing vehicles post lock-down is 

comparatively higher (~30%) in Mumbai 

as compared to other metro cities. 

Prolonged lockdown due to the COVID 

crisis, pay cuts announced across sectors, 

expectation of possible economic crisis 

through the rest of the year has dented 

the consumer confidence to a major 

extent. It has forced many to postpone 

their discretionary expenses for the year. 

Nearly 33% of the respondents cited economic uncertainty and cash constraints as 

reasons for not purchasing new vehicles post lockdown. 

 

However, there are few respondents (~9%) who said that they may give a serious 

thought to own new vehicle only if there are attractive finance schemes available with 

low overall cost of ownership. Indian automakers can seize the above opportunity by 

looking at some of the global experiences. During the 2008 global financial crisis, 

consumers in USA were hesitant to buy new vehicles due to financial insecurity which in 
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turn affected the auto industry sales. However, Hyundai Motors America was able to 

weather the storm. Hyundai Motors majorly focused on consumer sentiment and 

addressed consumer’s key concern with respect to insecurity. Hyundai Motors introduced 

specific schemes such as ‘Job Loss Protection Scheme’ (return newly purchased car in case 

of job loss within a year with no loan obligation) and EMI Assurance Schemes which 

offered delayed payment of EMI for 3-6 months for customers working in private 

organizations who have lost their job. Hyundai offer appealed to their emotional needs 

which helped them garner a whopping 40% share in the automobile market in the US 

amid financial crisis. 

Survey results also indicated that 64% of these respondents across India interested in 

buying a vehicle post lock-down preferred buying new vehicle whereas 33% of 

respondents said they prefer second-hand vehicles. However, respondents from Delhi-

NCR will prefer to purchase second-hand vehicle post lock-down (~67% of respondents 

interested in buying a vehicle post lock-down) and in Bengaluru all respondents will prefer 

brand new vehicles. 

 

Nearly 40% of the respondents across India and who were interested in buying a vehicle 

said they will consider buying vehicles on a flexible or low-interest loan (non-traditional 

auto loan) and another ~40% said they prefer to purchase through their own finance. In 

Chennai 85% respondents have shown preference towards flexible loan options. 

However, respondents from Delhi-NCR and Bengaluru will prefer to purchase vehicle 

through their own finance (over 80%). It is an indication to Indian Automakers that, 

customers expect easy financing, affordable EMI, and flexible payment mechanism post 

lock-down. Recently, Tata Motors introduced “Keys to Safety” scheme allowing easy 

financing, affordable EMIs (As low as INR 5,000) with long tenure loans.  

In the recent past, there are new ways of owning a private vehicle; without a down 

payment or auto loan. One can subscribe to a new car! The monthly subscription fee 

covers insurance, service & maintenance. Plus, there are no long term commitments. And 

all this at a price cheaper than an EMI! There lies an opportunity for Self-Drive Car Rental 

or Subscription players such as Zoom Car, Revv etc. post lock-down. People wary of 

getting infected by travelling in public transport and at the same time afraid of taking 
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more burden in terms of car loan have the option to opt for such ownership schemes. But 

at present, consumer awareness of such innovative ownership schemes is low. Less 

than 5% of respondents mainly from Mumbai planning to buy vehicle post lock-down 

preferred self-driven car rental or subscription option.  

 

The survey findings have clearly laid out changing customer preferences and emotional 

fears. The survey also unearthed hidden business opportunity for Automakers, vehicle 

financing companies, and car rental companies in India provided they are willing to hear 

the views of prospective buyers and address their concerns. 

The above findings are based on limited online public survey conducted by Avalon Global 

Research among 800 respondents across four metro cities. Around 54% of the 

respondents were from Mumbai and rest from other metros (Delhi, Chennai & 

Bengaluru). About ~70% of respondents were male and 30% female.  Nearly 47% 

Respondent’s household annual income is upto INR 10 Lacs and 67% of respondents were 

in the age bracket of 25-44 Years.  
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